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Appendix A: Important Terms 

Term Meaning 

Component Technology Technology for component-oriented or 
component-based development. 

Effectiveness HCI term used to measure the accuracy and 
completeness of the goals achieved. 

Efficiency HCI term used to measure the resources (e. g. time, 
money, effort) used to achieve goals. 

Remote Procedure Call Remote Procedure Call (RPQ, an implementation 
of the Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) 
RPC specification [XML-RPC-2000]. 

Satisfaction HCI term: measures of the physical comfort and 
subject acceptability of the product to its users. 

Socket Programming A Socket is a (Unix) file descriptor used for 
instance within C or Perl programming. 

String Language The term has been coined to refer to text-based 
programming languages. Alternative terms are 
"string-based" languages (see for instance JPL 
[JPL-2000]). This should not be mixed up with 
string-processing languages like SNOBOL 
[SNOBOL-20001. 

Usability HCI term: the degree to which specific users can 
achieve specified goals in a particular 
environment. Top level attributes of usability are 
related to learnability, throughput and user 
satisfaction. 

Visual Language A visual language incorporates non-textual 
elements (e. g. icons, shapes, pictures) and may be 
defined by a specific grammar (e. g. picture layout 
grammar, relational grammar). 

Visual Modelling Creation of models in a graphical manner. UML is 
currently the most representative notation used for 
visual modelling. 

Visual Programming Program construction by the means of a visual 
programming language that makes use of icons or 
diagrammatic elements rather than pure textual 
code elements. 

Table 33. Important terms. 
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Appendix B: Abbreviations 

Abbreviation Meaning 

API Application Program Interface 
BOA Basic Object Adapter 
CASE Computer-aided Software Engineering 
CBD Component-based Development 
CBSE Component-based Software En&nneenng 
COM Component Object Model 
CORBA Conunon Object Request Broker Architecture 
Cos Common Object Service (aka CORBAservice) 
DCE Distributed Computing Envirorunent 
DCOM Distributed Component Object Model 
DDI Dynamic Invocation Interface 
DMU DeMontfort University 
EJB Enterprise Java Beans 
HCI Human-Computer Interaction 
HTML Hypertext Markup Language 
IDL Interface Definition Language 
OCL Object Constraint Language 
OMA Object Model Architecture 
OMG Object Managing Group 
00 Object-Orientation/Object-Oiiented 
OOA/D/P Object-oriented Analysis, Design and Programming 
ORB Object Request Broker 
OT Objec Technology 
RMI Remote Method Invocation 
RPC Remote Procedure Call 
Som System Object Model 
SV Software Visualisation 
UML Unified Modeling Language 
UMIJRT Unified Modeling Language/Real-Time 
. VL Visual Language 
VMB Visual Meta Builder 
VOOD Visual Object-Oriented Development 
VOODE Visual Object-Oriented Development Enviromnent 
VOOP Visual Object-Oriented Programming 
VOOPL Visual Object-Oriented Programming Language 
VPL Visual Progamming Language 
VPL-C Visual Programming Language for C 
XML eXtended Mark-up Language 

Table 34. Abbreviations. 
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Appendix C: A Sample Lexeme Definition For VPL-C 

VPL-C was defined by the means of a node modelling language as described in 

section 4.1.5. In the following a complete sample lexeme definition is presented. 

----------------------------------------------------------- 
File DataDef. COD 
Author Frank Buehler, DMU, Leicester, uK. 

Description 

----------- 
; This file contains the description of the 
; processor's code feature. The DataDef processor 
; is used to enable the definition of new program 

variables. 
----------------------------------------------------------- 

; *** processor "DataDef" *** 

Section: SYNTAX 

[syntax] 

; Check: on, off 
Check-on 

Lexeme-DataDef 
Group-DataDef 
NextLexeme-DataDef, ApplBody, Statement 
PrevLexeme- 

; Block: yes, no 
Block-no 

; If block mode is enabeled (i. e. Block-yes) 
; several conditions may be defined. 

CondCount-<n> 
BlockCondition<n>-<condition> 

<condition>: 
if slot <n> - (nil I used [with <Iexeme>) 
if all attributes are defined 
if attribute #<name> is defined 

CondCount-O 
BlockConditionO- 

; Error message 
ErrorMsg-Connection is not allowedl 

; Maximal count of object to be used: <n>, any 
MaxCount-any 

implementedl 
not yet implementedl 
not yet implementedl 

; Layer restrictions: any, n{, nl, >n, <n 
Layer->O 
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Section: TYPE 
This section describes the processor type. 
The following types are available/defined: 
- atomic primitive VOOPL term, [default] 

- composite composed by a set of atomic processors 
- block block for nesting atomic and composite processors 

[Type] 
Type-atomic 

Section: SLOT DEFINITION 
This section describes the compatible slot links. 

[Slot definition] 

; Check: on, off 
Check-off 

; number of slots: n 
Count-2 

-Slots: direction (in, out, inout, ... ), type (event, data, ... ), (mustloptional) 
; Allowed connections to next element: typel->type2 or nil 
SlotO-in, event, must 
ConnectionO-connector 
Slotl-out, event, must 
Connectionl-out->in 

; Error message 
ErrorMsg-Selected slot of ApplStart is not compatiblel Wrong type or directionI 

Section: DIALOG 
Title which defined dialog title 
Number of dialog elements 
Parameter definition: 

- parameter representation 
1) type of control element (Label, EditBox, ListBox) 
2) screen position: 

Label : X, Y 
EditBox, ListBox: x, y, dx, dy 

3) Label : string 
EditBox, ListBox: data type (text, number, date) 

4) Only valid for EditBox, ListBox 
"max. length* if data type is <text> 
mmin int, maxw int value if data type is <number> 
a special format (e. g. mm/dd/yyyy etc. ) is not supported by date typel 

- parameter definition 
; 1) parameter name 
; 2) default value (not mandatory) 

3) table list's name 
- definition of OK, CANCEL, and HELP buttons 

(Dialog] 
Title-"DataDef - Dialog* 
Size-40,50,300,250 
; Parameters: Ident, VType 
ParamCount-4 
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ParamReprO-Label, 10,25, wldent" 
ParamDefO-not used for labell 
ParamReprl-ListBox, 110,10,150,20, text, 10 
ParamDefl-Ident, default - "varl" 

ParamRepr2-Label, 10,55, "VTypew 
ParamDef2-not used for labell 
ParamRepr3-ListBox, 110,40,150,20, text, 10 
ParamDef3. VType, default - "int" 

Ok-Button, 30,200,60,30 
Cancel-Button, 100,200,60,30 
Help-Button, 170,200,60,30, FILE - *\Projects\voode\vp\voopl\help\VOOPL. HLPw 

Section: ATTRIBUTES 
This section describes the attributes which are 
linked to the lexeme/node. 
Syntax: 
<Attribute name>-(<List of values> I LIST <file name>). 
Please note: The list is in alphabetical order. 

Each entry has to be terminated by a dott 

If a edit box is defined and no value is 
stated the default value defined in the 
dialog section is taken. Further, the 
default value overrides the value defined here. 

If a list box is defined the default 
value must be contained in the attribute 
list. The list elements must be separated 
by commas. 

[Attributes] 
Ident-wvarlw, wvar2". 
VType-"char", "int". 

Section: BEHAVIOR 
This section describes the processor interface part 
and the functionality 

[Behavior] 
Pre-Set category to Upplication; 
PoSt-Add #parami to #listi; 
Body-Enter #paraml, #param2, #param3; 

Section: CODE GENERATION 

[Code Generation] 
Code- 
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Appendix D: Example of a VPL-C Program Definition 

When a visual program is translated into the underlying textual language the 

VPL-C program gets parsed and a corresponding program definition file is 

created. A complete definition file contains the hierarchy of the processor network, 

the processor identifiers and attributes. A simple example is shown below. 

Visual Meta Builder v2.0 
(c) 1997-2000, Frank Buehler 

DMU Leicester, UK 
File: c: \Projects\tst\new. vpl - Sun Oct 15 16: 55: 30 2000 

ProjDefinition(l) :. 
(Project_name-Nnew", Project_type. "VPL_C", Project_dir-wc: \Projects\tst\", 

Framework-wC 
- 

FRAME1", Date-OSYSTEM-DATER). 
ApplStart(3) :- (Trace-mon", Trace 

- 
file-wtrace. trc*, Path-'c: \w). 

Dat&Def(6) (Ident-lvarl", IType-mintu). 
ApplBody(4) (). 

FnDef(S) (Storage_class-I ", Function name. mfn', Parameter_list-Ovoid"). 
Main(9) :- (). 

Print(ll) :- (IText-"\nvarl-", Expression-Ovarl*, Device-"screenm, 
File_name-wfile. out-). 

endMain(9). 
endApplBody(4). 
ApplEnd(5) :- (wait-myes*, Next_program. wnext. bat"). 

endProjDefinition(l). 
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Appendix E: VPL-C Code Generation 

The translator program is responsible for the generation of aC file that fits into 

the application framework. A sample include file is shown below. 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 
VPL-C framework 

File: appldef. h 

Description 
----------- 
This file contains the control logic of a VPL-C program. 
It calls the corresponding framework functions. 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 

int ret; 

// Application start -> trace on/off 
ret - _AppIStart(wonw, 

"trace. trcw, wc: \\*); 

// Data definition 
ret - _DataDef(wvarl", 

lint", w0w); 

// Application body 
ret - _ApplBodyo; 
// FnDef 
ret -- FnDef(O 1, "FNO, (int (*)(void))FN, avoid*); 

Main 

Print 
printf("\nvarl-0); 
ret -- Print(wvarim, wscreen", "file. out"); 

endRain 

Application end processing 
printf(w\npress any key to terminate program'); 
int ch - -getcho; ret - _ApplEnd(Onext. 

bato); 
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Appendix F: Sample Application Framework for VPL-C 

A part of the application framework used for the execution of a VPL-C program is 

shown below. 

-------------------------------------------------------------- - *- C++ 

Project : C-FRAME1 
File : proccode. cpp 
Author : Frank Buehler 
Start date : 23/08/1997 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Copyright (C) 1997 by Frank Buehler, DMU, Leicester, UK. 
All Rights Reserved. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Description 

This file contains the C framework "C-FRAME11 
based on VPL C 
The basic idea; is that all processor is translated into 

a function call. 

Last update: 21/09/1997 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#define 
_DEBUG_ 

//#define 
- 

DEBUG2_ 
#ifdef 

-DEBUG2 - #include *afxwin. h" 
#endif 

#include wstdio. hw 
#include wstdlib. h" 
#include "Process. hw 
#include "string. h" 
#include "conio. h" 
#include Ictype. hw 

#include uproccode. hn 
#include 'sym. h" 

// External declarations 
extern int, initLex(char *); 
extern CodSymbols lex(char 

#define TRUE 1 
#define FALSE 0 
#define BOOL int 

Forward declarations 

.. processor calls 
int 

_DataDef(char 
*, char *, char 

int 
_RemoveData(char 

*); 
int jLpplStart(char *, char *, char 
int 

__, 
ApplBodyo; 

int 
_, 

Appznd(char 
int 

_FnDef(char 
*, char *, int (*)(void), char 
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int 
-maino; int 
-Assign(char 

*, char 

int Print(char char *, char 
int 

-If(char 
*); 

int 
-While(char 

// .. further function prototypes 
int InsertNewDataDef(void *, char *, char *, char 
int InsertNewFnDef(char *, int (*)(void)); 
int Search Var(char 
int. Search7-Fn(char 
int Freevaýr-Listo, 
int CallFunction(char 

// Global definitions 
static var - 

tab var_list(MAX_VAILCOUNT]; 
static int. cur var ind - 0; 
static fn 

- 
tab 'in 

- 
llst[MAIý_Rý_COUNTI: 

static int cur_fn_ind - 0; 

CodSymbols sym; 

P%mction: Search Var 

int Search_Var(char *var_name) 

int i; 
unsigned k; 

// Change var_name to uppercase letter 
for (k - 0; k< strlen(var_name); ++k) 

if (islower(var_name[kl)) 
var_name[k] -- a, 

/* for */ 

scan var list for entry 
for(i - 0; 1< cur_var_ind; ++i) 

If var is found 
if (strcmp(var_listlil. Name, var_name) - NULL) 

return i; 
/* if 

/* for */ 

Return result code -> variable not foundl 
return RC-ERROR; 

) /* Search_Var */ 
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Function: Search Fn 

int Search Fn(char *fn name) 

int i; 

// Scan var list for entry 
for(i - 0; 1< cur_fn_ind; ++i) 

If var is found 
if (strcmp(fn_list[il. Name, fn_name) -- NULL) 
I 

return i; 
/* if */ 

) /* for */ 

// Return result code -> variable not foundl 
return RC-ERROR; 

) /* Search_Fn */ 

Function: 
_: 

ApplStart 

int jkpplStart(char *trace_flag, char *trace_file, char *path) 

return RC-OK; 

) /* 
_, 

ApplStart */ 

Function: 
_, 

ApplBody 

int 
__, 

ApplBodyo 

return RC-OK; 

) /* 
_. 

4pplBody */ 

Function: ýLpplEnd 

int JLPPIEnd(char *command) 

// To avoid memory leaks the occupied memory is freedl 
PreeVarListo; 

// Execute command 
if (strlen(command) > 0) 

system(command); 

return RC-OK; 

) /* 
__: 

ApplEnd */ 
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Function: DataDef 

int 
_DataDef(char 

*var_name, char *typEý_spec, char *default-value) 

int ret; 
unsigned i; 
int *new-int; 
char *new-char; 
char *new-string; 

// Define new variable - change var_name to uppercase letter 
for (i - 0; 1< strlen(var_name); ++i) 

if (islower(var_nametil)) 
var_name[il -- 'a' - 'A'; 

/* for */ 

ret - RC-OK; 

// .. is it a int. variable 
if (strcmp(type_spec, INT-VAR) - NULL) 

new-int - new(int); 
if (new-int -- NULL) return RC_ERROR; 

ret - InsertNewDataDef((void*)new int, INT VAR, var_name, 

/* if */ 
delFault-value); 

.. is it a char variable 
if (strcmp(type_spec, CMAR_VAR) - NULL) 

new 
- 

char - new(char); 
if (new_char -- NULL) return RC_ERROR; 

ret . InsertNewDataDef((void*)new char, CHAR_VAR, var_name, 

/* if 
default_valu.; ); 

.. is it a string variable 
if (strcmp(type_spec, STRING_VAR) -- NULL) 

new-String - new char[MAX 
- 

STRING-LEN]; 
if (new-string -- NULL) return RC-ERROR; 

ret - InsertNewDataDef((void*)new_string, STRING_VAR, var_namep 

/* if */ 
default-value); 

Return result code 
return ret; 

) /* 
_PataDef 

*/ 
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Function: 
_RemoveData 

int RemoveData(char *var_name) 

int ret, i; 

ret - RC-OK; 

// search for variable entry 
i Search_Var(var_name); 

// Remove variable from table, if found 
if (i I- RC_ERROR) 

strcpy(var - 
list[il. Name, w-w); 

strcpy(var - 
list[il. Type, N-N); 

if (var_list[il. pRef I. NULL) 

delete var_listlil. pRef; 
var_list(ij. pRef - NULL; 

/* if 

else 

ret - RC-ERROR; 
/* if */ 

Return result code 
return ret; 

) /* jZemoveData */ 

Function% 
-ExtDecl 

int ExtDecl() 
I 

return 0; 
/* 

-ExtDecl 
*/ 

Function: FnDef 

int 
-FnDef(char 

*storage, char *fn_name, int (*pFnRef)(), 
char *Parl) 

int ret; 

ret . InsertNewFnDef(fn_name, pFnRef); 

return ret; 
) /* 

_FnDef 
*/ 

Function: Main 

int maino 

return 0; 
/* 

_Main 
*/ 
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Function: 
- 

Assign 

int 
-Assign(char 

*var_name, char *new-value) 

int i; 
char message(1001; 

search for variable entry 
Search_var(var_name); 

// if variable is found assign new valuel 
if (i I- RC-ERROR) 

Store value depending on type 
.. is it a int variable? 

if (strcmp(var_list[il. Type, INT-VAR) .. NULL) 

var - 
listfil. iValue - atoi(new-Value); 

return RC-OK; 
/* if */ 

// .. is it a char variable? 
if (strcmp(var_listlil. Type, CHAR_VAR) .. NULL) 

var 
- 

list(il. cValue - new-value[o]; 
return RC-OK; 

/* if */ 

// .. is it a string variable? 
if (strcmp(var_listfil. Type, STRING_VAR) - NULL) 

strcpy(var_list[il. sValue, new-value); 
return RC_PK; 

/* if */ 

) /* if */ 

// Prepare error message 
strcpy(message, "internal error(_Assign): variable 
strcat(message, var_name); 
strcat(message, *> not definedt'); 

#ifdef DEBUG2- 
MessageBox(NULL, message, "Dialogn, MB_OK); 

#endif 

// Return result code -> variable not foundl 
return RC-ERROR; 

) /* 
_Assign 

*/ 
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Function: 
-if 

(-> If and If 2 node I I) 
Note: 

Only simple conditions are supportedl 
Syntax : <varx 01-1) <value> 

int. If(char *condition) 

int i; 
char token[2001; 
char *ptoken; 
char message[1001; 
char cond_op[41; 

// Get buffer to be analysed 
initLex(condition); 

// Get var name -> lst part 
ptoken - token; 
sym - lex(&ptoken); 

// Search for variable entry 
i- Search_Var(token); 

// If variable is found assign new valuet 
if (i I- RC-ERROR) 

Get cond. operator 
sym - lex(&ptoken), 
strcpy(cond, 

_op, 
token); 

// Get test value 
sym - lex(&ptoken); 

Test value depending on type 
.. is it a int variable? 

if (strcmp(var_list(i]. Type, INT-VAR) .. NULL) 

test for Requal" 
if (strcmp(condý. 

_op, 
EQuAL) .. NULL) 

if (var_list(il. iValue -- atoi(token)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

// .. test for unot equal" 
if (strcmp(concý_op, NOT_EQUAL) -- NULL) 

if (var_listfil. iValue I- atoi(token)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for -lessw 
if (strcmp(conck_op, LESS) - NULL) 

if (var_listfil. iValue < atoi(token)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 
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// .. test for less equalw 
if (strcmp(cond_op, LESS_EQUAL) -- NULL) 

if (var_listlil. iValue <- atoi(token)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for "greater, 
if (strcmp(cond_op, GREATER) -- NULL) 

if (var_list[il. iValue > atoi(token)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for wgreater equalw 
if (strcmp(condop, GREATER_EQUAL) - NULL) 

if (var_list(il. iValue >- atoi(token)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

) /* if 

/* if */ 

.. is it a char variable? 
if (strcmp(var_listlil. Type, CHAR-VAR) -- NTJLL) 

test for sequalm 
if (strcmp(cond, 

_op, 
EQUAL) - NULL) 

if (var_list[il. cValue - token[OD 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for Nnot equal" 
if (strcmp(concý_op, NOT_EQUAL) -- NULL) 

if (var_list[il. cValue I. tokenIOD 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for "less- 
if (strcmp(concý_op, LESS) -- NULL) 

if (var_list[il. cValue < tokenIOD 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

) /* if */ 
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// .. test for mless equalw 
if (strcmp(cond_op, LESS-EQUAL) - NULL) 

if (var_list[il. cValue <- tokenIOD 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for 'greater" 
if (strcmp(cond_op, GREATER) - NULL) 

if (var_list[il. cValue > token[01) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for "greater equal, 
if (strcmp(cond, 

_op, 
GREATER_EQUAL) - NULL) 

if (var-listlil. cValue >. token[01) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

/* if */ 

.. is it a string variable? 
if (strcmp(var_listlil. Type, STRING_VAR) -- NULL) 

test for "equal" 
if (strcmp(concý_op, EQUAL) -- NULL) 

if (strcmp(var 
- 

list(il. sValue, token) NULL) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for "not equal- 
if (stremp(cond, 

_op, 
NOT EQUAL) -- NULL) 

if (strcmp(var 
- 

list[il. sValue, token) I- NULL) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for viessm 
if (strcmp(cond_op, LESS) -- NULL) 

if (strcmp(var 
- 

list(il. svalue, token) -- NULL) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

) /* if */ 
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// .. test for 'less equaln 
if (stremp(cond_op, LESS-EQUAL) .. NULL) 

if (strcmp(var 
- 

list(il. sValue, token) I- NULL) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for "greaterm 
if (strcmp(condop, GREATER) -- NULL) 

if (strcmp(var 
- 

list(ij. sValue, token) NULL) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for greater equalm 
if (strcmp(cond_op, GREATER_EQUAL) - NULL) 

if (strcmp(var 
- 

list[il. sValue, token) I- NULL) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

) /* if */ 

I /* if */ 

// Prepare error message 
strcpy(message, internal error(-If): wrong condition <w), 
strcat(message, condition); 
strcat(message, 011); 

#ifdef 
_DEBUG2_ MessageBox(NULL, message, ODialogw, Mý_OK); 

#endif 

// Return result code -> variable not foundl 
return FALSE; 

I /* 
-If 

*/ 

Function: 
-While Note: 

only simple terms are supportedl <var>-<value> 

BOOL 
_While(char 

*expression) 

int i; 
char token[2001; 
char *Ptoken; 
char message[1001; 
char cond_op[41; 

// Get buffer to be analysed 
initLex(expression); 

// Get var name -> lst part 
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ptoken - token; 
sym - lex(&ptoken); 

// Search for variable entry 
i- Search_Var(token); 

// if variable is found ... if U I- RC-ERROR) 

Get cond. operator 
sym - lex(&ptoken); 
strcpy(cond_op, token); 

// Get test value 
sym - lex(&ptoken); 

Test value depending on type 

.. 
is it a int variable? 

if (strcmp(var_listlil. Type, INT_VAR) - NULL) 

test for equal" 
if (stremp(condop, EQUAL) .. NULL) 

if (var 
- 

list(il. iValue -- atoi(token)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for Pnot equalm 
if (strcmp(condop, NOT_EQUAL) .. NULL) 

if (var_listlil. iValue I- atoi(token)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for *less* 
if (strcmp(cond_op, LESS) - NULL) 

if (var_list[i]. iValue < atoi(token)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for 'less equal" 
if (strcmp(Cond_op, LESS_EQUAL) - NULL) 

if (var 
- 

list[il. iValue <. atoi(token)) 
return TRuE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for greater- 
if (strcmp(condý_op, GREATER) -- NULL) 

if (var_list(il. iValue > atoi(token)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 
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// .. test for wgreater equal" 
if (strcmp(cond_op, GREATER_EQUAL) -- NULL) 

if (var_list(i]. iValue >- atoi(token)) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

) /* if 

/* if */ 

.. is it a char variable? 
if (strcmp(var_list(il. Type, CHAR_VAR) -- NULL) 

test for "equal* 
if (strcmp(cond-op, EQUAL) - NULL) 

if (var_listfil. cValue -- token[01) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for -not equal* 
if (strcmp(cond_op, NOT_EQUAL) .. NULL) 

if (var_list[i]. cValue I- token(OD 
return TRUE, 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for Ilessw 
if (strcmp(con(ý_op, LESS) .. NULL) 

if (var_list[i]. CValue < token(OD 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for "less equal" 
if (strcmp(condop, LESS_EQUAL) - NULL) 

if (var_list(i]. CValue <- token[OD 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for Ogreater" 
if (strcmp(conkop, GREATER) -- NULL) 

if (var-listlil. cValue > token(OD 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 
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// .. test for "greater equal" 
if (strcmp(cond, 

_op, 
GREATER_EQUAL) .. NULL) 

if (var-list[i]. cValue >- token(OD 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

I /* if 

/* if */ 

.. is it a string variable? 
if (strcmp(var-listlil. Type, STRING-VAR) .. NULL) 

test for "equalw 
if (strcmp(cond_op, EQUAL) - NULL) 

if (strcmp(var 
- 

list(il. sValue, token) -- NULL) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for "not equal* 
if (strcmp(condop, NOT_EQUAL) .. NULL) 

if (strcmp(var 
- 

list[il. sValue, token) I- NULL) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for wless" 
if (strcmp(con4: k_op, LESS) .. NULL) 

if (strcmp(var_list[i]. sValue, token) -- NULL) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for *less equal- 
if (strcmp(cond_op, LESS-EQUAL) - NULL) 

if (strcmp(var 
- 

listfil. sValue, token) I- NULL) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

/* if */ 

.. test for wgreaterm 
if (strcmp(cond_op, GREATER) -- NULL) 

if (strcmp(var 
- 

listfil. svalue, token) -- NULL) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

) /* if */ 
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// .. test for "greater equal' 
if (strcmp(con4_op, GREATER_EQUAL) -- NULL) 

if (strcmp(var 
- 

list[il. svalue, token) I- NULL) 
return TRUE; 

else 
return FALSE; 

) /* if */ 

) /* if */ 

) /* if */ 

// Prepare error message 
strcpy(message, *internal error(_yhile): variable 
strcat(message, token); 
strcat(message, '> not definedl*); 

#ifdef 
_DEBUG2_ MessageBOX(NULL, message, "Dialog", M_OK); 

#endif 

// Return result code -> variable not foundl 

return FALSE; 

) /* 
-While 

*/ 

Function: 
-Print Note: up to now only the screen as a device is supportedi 

int 
-Print(char 

*var_name, char *device, char *file_name) 

int i; 

char message[1001; 

search for variable entry 
Search_Var(var_name); 

// If variable is found print current valuel 
if (i I- RC-ERROR) 

Print value depending on type to specified device 

.. is it a int variable? 
if (strcmp(var_list[il. Type, INT_VAR) -- NULL) 

if (strcmp(device, "screen") - NULL) 

printf(otdo, var - 
list[il. iValue); 

return RC OK, 
/* if */ 

// Device not foundl 
return RC-ERROR; 

/* if */ 

// .. is it a char variable? 
if (strcmp(var_list[il. Type, CHAR_VAR) -- NULL) 

if (strcmp(device, "screenw) -- NULL) 

printf(Ptco, var_list[il. cValue); 
return RC-OK; 

if */ 
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// Device not foundl 
return RC-ýERROR; 

/* if */ 

// .. is it a string variable? 
if (strcmp(var_list[il. Type, STRING_VAR) -- NULL) 

if (strcmp(device, "screen") .. NULL) 

printf("ts", var_list[il. sValue), 
return RC-OK; 

/* if */ 

// Device not foundl 
return RC-ERROR; 

/* if */ 

) /* if */ 

// Prepare error message 
strcpy(message, "internal error(-Print): variable <w); 
strcat(message, var - 

name); 
strcat(message, I> not definedt"); 

#ifdef 
-DEBUG2_ MessageBox(NULL, message, 'Dialog", MB-OK); 

#endif 

// Return result code -> variable not foundi 
return RC-ERROR; 

) /* 
_Print 

*/ 

Function: InsertNewDataDef 

int. InsertNewDataDef(void *new_var, char *typqý_spec, char *var_name, 
char *default_value) 

Store all relevant information 

.. reference pointer 
var_list[cur_var_indl. pRef - new-var; 

// .. data type information 
strcpy(var_list[cur_var_indl. Type, type_spec); 

// .. variable name 
strcpy(var_list(cur_var_indl. Name, var_name); 

// .. value 
if (strcmp(type_speC, INT VAR) -- NULL) 

varý_listjcur_var_: Fnd1. iValue - atoi(default-value); 
if (strcmp(type_speC. CHAR 

- 
VAR) - NULL) 

var list[cur 
- var - 

iridl. cValue = default-value[O]; 
if (strcmpTiype_spec, STRING_VAR) - NULL) 

strcpy(var_list[cur_vaiý_indl. sValue, default-value), 
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// Next new position :- number of stored variablest 
if (cur_var_ind < MAX_VAR_COUNT) 

cur - var_ind++; 
return RC OK; 

else 

return RC-ERROR; 
/* if */ 

) /* InsertNewDataDef */ 

Function: InsertNewFnDef 

int. InsertNewFnDef(char *fn_name, int (*pFnRef)(void)) 

Store all relevant information 

.. variable name 
strcpy(fn_list(cur_fn_indl. Name, fn_name); 

// .. reference function pointer 
fn_list(cur_fn_indl. fnRefl - pFnRef; 

// Next new position :- number of stored variablesi 
if (cur_fn_ind < MAX-FN-COUNT) 

cur fn ind++; 
return RC-OK; 

else 

return RC-ERROR; 
/* if */ 

) /* InsertNewFaDef */ 

Function: FreeVarList 

int FreeVarListo 

int i; 

// Free the memory which was allocated by 
_pataDefol for(i - 0; 1< cur_var_ind; ++i) 

if (var_list[il. pRef I. NULL) 

delete var_list[il. pRef; 

else 

Return RC ERROR code 

return RC_ER7ROR; 
/* if */ 

) /* for */ 

// Return RC OX code 
return RC Oi-- 
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) /* FreeVarList */ 

Function: CallFunction 

int CallFunction(char *fn_name) 

int ret; 
int (*fn)(); 
int i; 

Get function pointer 
i Search 

- 
Fn(fn_name); 

fn Unt (*)(void))fn_list[il. fnRefl; 

// Call function 
ret - fnO; 

return ret; 

) /* CallFunction */ 
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Appendix G: Hardcopies of The VPL-C Prototype System 
On the following pages, hard copies of the current prototype system provide a first 

impression of the VMBNPL-C system. 

Figure 76. VPL-C: Defining the project. 

ft -LýJ ý Ur, 'm ýTk-h 1 f", 04 
_J 

_J 
AME: 

T 

Figure 77. Defining the application's structure. 

tk- t, ký 
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C- d. 

Figure 78. Defining a function and the main entry. 

_j 

. 7.1-1 --1 1 -1- 

Figure 79. Programming the main function. 
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Appendix H: VOODENOOPL-1 processor sketches 
The following pages show some sketches of possible processor definitions. In addition, 
they show the connection problems which are inherent to VPLs. 
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VOOPL-1 basic processor types : page I 

Function Calls : System Functions and User Functions 

SysFno 

fn fn 

try 

fno, 

catch 

There should be an easy way to 
change between the different 

function processor types! 

fn 

try 
no F ýF -__Use out <fn>(<p)ý 

p fn . 11 

- catch 

f no 

fn(xi), 

fno 

fn(xl, x2, x3), xl, x2, x3 I 
Nol. 

fn 

fno 

fn(xl, x2, x3): fn 

The various trace 
options might be 
specified through 
special general editor 
settings or local 
block processor 

_settings_! 

n MO f 

fnl(fn2(x2), x1), x2 
fn1 or <temp> 

X1 fill 

, temp> := fn2(x2) 
fl(<temp>, x1), 

fn 1 (fn2(x2)), 
=x2- 

fn 2 

'Nor 
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VOOPLA basic processor types : page 2 

Function Calls 

fnl(fn3(x3), fn2(x2), xl), 

if <cond then 
fn(xl), 

else 
fn(x2), 

true 
fno 

oond. 

false 

Page 211 
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VOOPL-1 basic processor types : page 3 

Assignments 

assign 

a=bý 

<varlý <op> <var2> 
<OP> = ("=". ". =". ) 

assign 

<expression>j 
a <expression>. 

a2*b, 1. 

calc 

fno assign 
a= fno. 

'W 'W 

a= xi , fn 1 (xi ) 

a 

IV 
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VOOPL-1 basic processor types : page 4 

Control flow 

whtle (ýcondý) 
<block>, 

for (i= 0, i<n, ++i) 
<block>, 

if (ýcond>) 
<block> 

else 
<bloclký, 

[<con7d> 
moe 

control 
lop 

'W 
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VOOPLA complex user defined processor types : page 5 
Control flow 

control 

Nle (s, b lof 

whiTee- - 10 1, 
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VOOPL-1 basic processor types : page 6 

Data definition 
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VOOPL-1 basic processortypes : page 7 

Data definition 
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control 

control 

fur, 
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1w *VF 

control 

SysFn 
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VOOPL-1 basic processor types page 8 
Data definition F 

aj 
i bI Fd 

VarDefs 

Int : var a DataDef 

Float var 
-b 

control 
too var 2 

Init 
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Appendix 1: VOODEIVOOPL-1 COMP File 

In order to integrate the VOOPLA editor with Rational Rose a description of the 

corresponding UML model is needed. The following file contains the description file 

created by a Rational Rose script before the editor is started. 

----------------- MM ----- M-M ----------- M ----------------------------- 
File was automatically generated by StartVoodeVoopll. ebs 

-------------- 
File 'Grid_eval2. compl 

[ComponentProjectl 
ProjectName-Grid_eval2. comp 
ProjectDirectory-C: \VOODE\Projects\Grid_eval2\ 
RoseModel-File: "Grid eval2. mdlw. 
ComponentName-Grid_eval2 
Type-CORBA 

(InterfaceDefinition] 
IDLModule-File: omodule. idlw. 
VOOPL_DefFile-idl_def. voopl 

[ComponentServerl 
Name-NT-Server 
Type-CORBAServer 
ProcessorO-GridServer 
CodeO-GridServer_main. voopl 

(AssignedClasses] 
Classo-Name: wgrid", Stereotype: *Interface". 
Classl. Name: wgrid 

- 
iu, Stereotype: "Implementationw. 

Class2-Name: "GridServer", Stereotype: *CORBAServer". 
Class3-Name: "COMPý_grid_i", Stereotype: "VOOPL-1". 

[ClassRelationships] 
RelationO-ClassFrom: "COMPý_grid_iR, ClassTo: wgridw, RelationType: wlnheritance*. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Class : grid 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
[grid] 

Name-grid 

AttributeO-Name: "heightw, Type: wshort*, Access: "Publicw, Default: ww. 
Attributel-Name: wwidth", Type: wshortw, Access: "Publicm, Default: "". 

OperationO. OpType: winterface0p", Name: wget*, RetType: wlong*, ParmList: "grid. get*, 
File: ogrid, 

_get. voopin. 
Operationi-OpType: winterfaceopw, Name: oset", RetType: "void*, ParmList: "grid_set", 

File: ngrid_set. vooplo. 
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[grid_get) 
ParamO-Name: mn", Type: "short", Directiont"in". 
Paraml-Name: "mO, Type: wshort*, Direction: winm. 

[grid_set] 
ParamO=Name: wn", Type: oshort*, Direction: win". 
Paraml-Name: wm", Type: ushort", Direction: winw. 
Param2-Name: wvalue", Type: wlong", Direction: "in". 

Class : grid -i ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
[grid-il 

Name-grid-i 

AttributeO-Name: "m-a", Type: *long array", Access: "Private", Default: "". 

OperationO-OpType: Oimplement0p*, Name: "OnConstruction", RetType: Ovoid", 
ParmList: wgrid i OnConstruction", File: wgrid i OnConstruction. voopl". 

Operationl-OpType: "implerýe-ýt-Opw, Name: "OnDestruction", R-et-Type: wvoid", 
ParmList: "grid_i_OnDestruction", File: "grid_i_OnDestruction. voopl". 

(grid_i_OnConstruction] 

; Interface attributes 
ParamO-Name: lheightw, Type. -Oshort", Direction: win". 
Paraml-Name: "widthn, Type: "short", Direction: win". 

[grid_i_OnDestruction] 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Class COMFý_grid-i 

---------------------------------- m ------------------------------- 
[COMP. 

_grid-il Name-COMFý_grid-i 

AttributeO. AttrType: *implementAttr*, Name: wm_a", Type: wlong 
array", Access: "Private*, Default: *R. 
Attributel-AttrType. "interfaceAttrw, Name: mheight", Type: Oshort", Access: "Public", Default: ""- 
Attribute2-AttrType: winterfaceAttr", Name: "widthw, Type: Oshort", Access: "Publicw, Default: "*. 

OperationO-OpType: "implement0p", Name: "OnConstruction", RetType: "void", 
ParmList: wgrid i OnConstruction", File: wgrid i OnConstruction. voopl*. 

Operationl-OpType: Oimplerýe-n7t6p", Name: "OnDestruction", Re-tType: wvoid", 
ParmList: wgrid 

-i- 
OnDestruction", File: "grid_i_OnDestruction. voopl". 

Operation2-OpType: linterfaceOp*, Name: wget", RetType: wlong", 
ParmList: lgrid. get", File: mgrid. get. vooplw. 

Operation3-OpType: ninterfaceopw, Name: mset", RetType. wvoid", 
ParmList: *grid_set-, File: ogrid_set. voopl". 

Operation4. OpType: winterface0p", Name: "height", RetType: wshort", 
ParmList: Ovoidw, File: ngrid height. voopl". 

OperationS-OpType: "interfaceopm, Name: 7width", RetType: wshort", 
ParmList: wvoid", File: ngrid_width. voopl". 
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[grid_i_OnConstruction] 

; Interface attributes 
ParamO-Name: wheightw, Type: lshort", Direction: wing 
Paraml-Name: wwidthw, Type: "shortw, Direction: "in". 

[grid_i_OnDestruction] 

[grid. get] 
ParamO=Name: mn", Type: lshort", Direction: "in". 
Paraml-Name: wm", Type: mshort". Direction: "in". 

[grid_set) 
ParamO-Name: "n', Type: wshort", Direction: "inw. 
Paraml-Name: "m", Type: wshort", Direction: Nin". 
Param2-Name: mvalue", Type: mlong", Direction: win". 

Class : GridServer 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
[GridServerl 

Name-GridServer 

** EOP ** 
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Appendix J: Ideal ROSE-VOOPL-1 Editor Integration 
This appendix shows a proposal for a tighter integration of VOODE's visual editor into 

Rational Rose. This is done by providing several screen mock-ups. 

The IDEAL systern 
Possible Integration of VOOPL- 1 Editor in Ilose 

ý .1, -11, "KI- 
, -It" IA ", 1 -7 000 

Figure 80. The linkage of the VOOPL-1 Editor to UML diagrams. 

Fhe VOOPL-1 eclitor may be called in many dittowni vv, iy,., 
(e. g. from the class or component diagrar-n,, - , ()o liq if o). 
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The IDEAL system 
Method implementation ýogical View: Glass Diagram) 

Figure 81. The invocation of the VOOPL-1 Editor from class diagrams. 
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The IDEAL system 
Method implementation 0-ogi(al View Sequon(c, Diagram) 

B,, W, COL, -, Wý, ýI llj' ADO 

Figure 82. The invocation of the VOOPL-1 Editor from sequence diagrams. 
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The IDEAL systern 
CORBA SeNer Implementation (0eployment View) 

"4 r.... 

17 

ýIý DýALJ L P., coutw, UK 0 1997 2000 

iMMM'I i OT':!! ý: 1. qý; f:! ý 4111001m, fill! 11111M 111111 1 

V00111-1 e6tor i., ý irk% Inked 
to specify the 

Hit "T . ........... . .... I ..... . .......... 
CORBA 

Only the C( )RBA Sen, cr definition is \ i: ýiblcl 
No nin igiilion 1); oi iý nueded' 

Figure 83. The additional specification of the CORBA server mainline. 
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The IDEAL system 
IN Definition (Component View) 

lo 

C 

.... .... ... I 
7ý"7 

VOOPI -I echior is invoked 
to specily the ID1. inlerffice! . ...... IPA 

.... . ... ..... 

[, Ait IDL 
- 

Hs. tion 

Only the II)l I, it; (let illition is v1A)Ic lNo navigation inol i, needed! 
uWQ, --ML. LQ-Oýr LA X 1ý997 . ý000 

Figure 84. The IDL specification of the component. 
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The IDEAL system 
CORBA SeNer Implementation 0 ogi(al View) 

1,17, i,, A !Z 

Only the CORBA Sei*et 
No navigation pal is eeded'. 

VOOPL-l e(fitor is invoked 

to specify file sa-ver! 

r a, ý EinW,, CMU. --ter UK S 1ý97 2000 

Figure 85. The invocation of the VOOPL-1 Editor from 
the component specification class diagram. 
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The IDEAL systern 
Miscellaneous 

-II -I 

till, 

r4, l, K 11jo 

Bu ild QOfKIP(UIVII 
(gvucrak 

Traffic metaphor 

ýI, f, F, -. 1, , ý.,, ý,. ý, " 

Figure 86. The extension of Rose to include additional features 
such as syntax checking, component generation and 
advanced visual feedback (i. e. the inclusion of 
the traffic metaphor). 
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Appendix K: VOODE's User Interface (3rd approach) 
This appendix shows the initial design of the VOODE's user interface for the third 
approach. The hardcopies are intended to provide an early impression of the system that 
could have been built. Figure 87 provides an overview of the intended user interface. It 
contains eight panels: Project (for the selection of the underlying framework and for adding 
a project description), CRC cards (for the identification and specification of requirements 
and service functions), Panels (for the definition of dialogues), Static Object Models (for 
the definition of implementation classes), VOOPL code (for the implementation of class 
methods based on the processor approach), Slot Diagram (for the definition of sub-slots 
within the pre-selected framework), Event Trace (for the debugging of applications), 
Application (for showing all slot specifications defined within the framework). 
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Figures 87 to 93 show further details of the intended panels. 

VOODE. INI 
Creating *. mak 
Build step using nmake 

Extended search for 
a URU card 

Eile Options 

lgý IwI Ps 

Project 

CRC cards 

Panels 

Static object models 
VOOPL code 
Slot dagfams 

Event Trace 

Application 

Text Field I Te:. I-t held 

Debug 

Figure 87. Overview of the User Interface. 

MS Dev. Studio 
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Figure 88. CRC Cards for Capturing Business Entities. 
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fl, lp 

121 

Figure 89. Panel Definitions. 
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2ý 1 6a 1 PS 1 Lo, 
Project 

.... .... .. Select 
CRC cards 

Panels 

Sjahc object models 

VODPL code 

Slot diagr8ms 

Event Trace 

Figure 90. Static View: Object Definition and Modelling. 
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Figure 91. Dynamic View: Visual Programming with Processors. 
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Figure 92. Framework View: Slot Definitions. 
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Figure 93. Overview of Method Specifications. 
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Appendix L: Activity Diagram of the Rose Business 
Process Link 
The Rose Business Process Link from Ensemble Systems (RBPL) enables the creation of 
UML activity diagrams. One nice feature is that dialogs and bitmaps may be included. 
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Appendix M: Visual Age for C++ 

M. 1 Introduction 

One relatively new method for visual programming is used by the Visual Age 

product family (e. g. Visual Age for C++) of IBM. It is based on the Construction-from- 

Parts-Paradigm. A part represents an object class plus the corresponding interface. The 

part interface includes attributes (i. e. member data), actions (i. e. services or operations), 

and events. 

Basically, there are visual and non-visual parts. The first category are, for example, 

edit fields or scroll lists needed for the construction of user interfaces. Non-visual parts are 

used for the program logic such as calculations. 

Through connecting parts, actions are carried out. The following kind of 

connections are possible: 

Connection type Explanation 
attribute-to-attribute _ Connection ofm o data \alue,,; \k hich need to be 

synchronized. 

] 

e\ ent-to-attribute Data values which need to be changed due to an event. 
event-to-action Actions which are to be started when a certain event occurs 
attribute-to-action Actions which are to be started when the event 11) ofa data 

value receives a signal. 
event-to-member function Execution of functions after a certain event has occurred. 
attribute-to-member function Execution of functions when the event ID of a data value 

receives a sigrial. 
custom logic Any code parts which may be triggered by events or event 

I Ds. 
parameter A parameter for an action or function. 

Table 35. List of connection types. 

The advantage of the part technology is that major components of an application 

may be built through the reuse of parts. Thus less programming is needed and it is not 

necessary to build applications from scratch. The central development component of 
Visual Age for C++ is called the "Visual Builder". 
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M. 2 The development environment 

The development environment under MS-Windows consists of several tools (see 

Figure 94). 

F-0.. W-Ser 
.......... 

Cori-imand-line 
Session 

DataAccess 
Builder 

Debugger 

ý; T -0, -, qu v .7F 
Gui, je. to -. aroples lnsýallatii-, n Utilities Online Inforrilation Performance 

Analyzer 

Program Editor Readme Resource 
Workshop 

Visual Builder 

4 0 

\Welcorne to WorkFrame IDE 
VisuaAge for C++ 

Figure 94. The Visual Age for C++ development environment. 

For simple applications, only the visual builder and a command-line session (for the 

purpose of compilation) are needed. Additional tools (such as the composition editor for 

connecting the parts and the parts interface editor for the definition of attributes, actions 

and events) are started directly from the visual builder tool. 

To get an impression of the development of a simple application (an adding 

machine), the necessary iterative development steps are outlined. 
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M. 3 Development of an application 

After a double click on the visual builder icon the tool is started. 

Figure 95. The visual builder tool. 

This is the starting point for the definition of a new part (-> Part\New). Since we 

would like to build a user interface for the adding machine, the new part is derived from the 

base class lFrameWindow. 

Class name jAddcrView 

Description ding Machine's view 

Cancel Help 

Figure 96. Definition of a new visual part. 
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In order to define the representation and behaviour of the new part, the 

composition editor is opened. 

(; )WA 

Sticky L] 

ategory: Buttons 

Figure 97. The composition editor. 

Here, the user interface, like in traditional GUI builder, is defined using the 

drag&drop mechanism. As our class has been derived from the base class 
lFrameWindow, a frame is already visible. Next, push buttons and static text elements are 

placed on the working area. 
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StaticTextl 

Figure 98. The definition of the user interface. 

Standard control element names are first used when control elements are dragged 

and dropped onto the working area. To use more expressive names, the buttons' text and 

the sub-part names have to be changed. 

Figure 99. The setting panel for control elements. 

Next, the add button is to be declared as the default button. 
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Styles 

r, -, o defaultStyleo 

On Off 
noBarder 
detaultBution 
help 

systemCommand 
noPointerFocus 

After changing the attributes, the user interface looks as follows: 

First number: 

Second number: 

Addi ExItJ 

Figure 101. The calculation dialog. 

Now it's time to save the part and to generate the source code. 
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Figure 102. Saving a part and generating source code. 
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The generated files are located in the specified working directory. 

To compile the program, all one has to do is to type the command WAKE 

DDERVIEWMAKI during an open command session. From there, the executable program 
DDERVIEWEXE may be started. Currently, when starting the program, only the user 
interface is active, and the adding function is still missing. This function has to be realised 
by a non-visual part. 

The length of the file name is limited to 8 characters. So the name is DIDERVIEW instead of ADDERVIEW. 

Figure 103. The generated source files. 
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The next step is to connect the parts so that, when the exit button is pressed, the 

application is terminated. To do this, the "buttonClickEvent" of the exit button is connected 

with the action "close" of the frame window. In Figure 104, the context menu for choosing 

the "buftonClickEvent" is shown. 

First number: 

Second nL Open S etlingý 
E& Part 
Biow, e F'art Fejtufe, 

Result: Pimote Part Feature_ 
Reset to default size 
Set Tabbing 

Change Name- 
0 elete 
Lavout 

Bioý-, - I, rincti i, 
Recidt-i I uriritov, ri, ý From 
lear-OffAffibute. 

Figure 104. Connecting parts. 
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First number: 

Second number: 
I 

Result: 

Add 

Figure 105. The created connection. 

Since there is no standard non-visual part which adds two input fields, this part has 

to be constructed. The new part is created as a derivation of the base class 

IStandardNotifier. 

Class name 
FC-alc 

Part type I Nonvisual part 

Base class IlStandardNotifier 

Open J Cancel Help 

Figure 106. The definition of the non-visual part. 
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Next, the part interface editor is opened. Here, the attributes (= public member 
data) are defined. 

By using the action "Add with defaults" the attributes Numl, Num2 and Result are 

specified automatically. 

Figure 107. Part interface editor. 
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Attribute name 
Inuml 

Figure 108. The definition of the attribute Num 1ý 

AcUon name Action member lu" 
ladd Ivirtual Calc& addo 
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Next, the part is saved and the part code is generated. 

File Faff EjR Opbom. Help 

Loaded Part Files 

E: %Vl SAG E%IVB%VBB as e. vb b 

mixed selection 

Figure 111. Saving the non-visual part. 

Attribute Event Action Promote 

ý 11 

Figure 110. The preference list. 
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Though the Add member function has been defined, no logic has been 

implemented at this point. Therefore, the custom code has to be written. An example of 

this is given below. 

Calc& Calc. -. -addo 

user c or add. function -odefi 
setResult( iNuml + iNum2), - 
return *this, - 

I 

Calc& Calc:. -setResult(int aresult) 

ýf (YiResult aResult)) 

iResult = aResult: 
notifi, Obsen, ers(l,, Votiflc-ationEv, ciit(Ciilc. -. -ý-e. ýiilfIcl, *this)): 

endýf 
I 

Now the generated non-visual part can be made use of. This can be achieved by 

choosing the command "add Part" from the "Options" menu. 

Part class 1(, 'alc* 

Name Icalculator 

Add as: (. - Pa rt (- Variable 

Add] Cancel Help 

Figure 112. Loading a non-visual part. 

The non-visual part is presented as a puzzle piece on the working panel. 
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ýý: r-TM ýý , lep I X1 
He Fit Ljpý, ow T-A 

1441 111111 

LLJ First number: 

Second number: 

Result: calculator 

Add Ewx I 
ýt 

IF I 
cky I 

Figure 113. A non-visual part is represented as a puzzle piece. 

Next, an attribute-to-attribute connection is used to pass the value of the input field 

to the calculator part. 
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I r, ta Ii 

RetrruiI' FilEt, Ii Etui 

Second number: 

Result: 

Figure 114. Connecting to a non-visual part. 

Figure 115. Selecting an attribute. 
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Add 

Figure 116. Connecting the input field with the calculator part. 

Making the following connections 

týINiimlvalueAsInt)->(I, alc, lilator(niitnl) 
el, Vun12(v, alueAsInt) -> calculatoy-(num2) 
calculator(result) - c! fRtývult(valucA,; ln0 

will get the calculation machine running. 
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Second number: 

Next, the following connection has to be established: 

e phAdd(buttonClickEvent) -> calculator(add) 

Finally, the part source has to be generated as does the main part which may be 

compiled and linked to an executable image. Having done this, the construction of the 

application is finished. 

Figure 117. The definition of a default button. 
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Abstract 

The design and implementation of a new visual programming language is a difficult task. The article 
presents anew meta tool which eases the initial design phase. The approach differs from existing 
techniques as it is based on an easy-to-use description language, each lexeme of which is represented as 
an individual node on the workplace and is described by a special code file. The broad aim of this 
research is to investigate how visual elemenMechniques could be integrated into a concrete visual 
environment which supports the programming task. Thus, the emphasis lies primarily on the visualisation 
of structures or relationships rather than on implementation details. To keep the ongoing research as open 
as possible, the separation of the underlying semantics from the visual representation is of great 
importance. 

I Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Current textual languages like C, C++, or Java, to name the obvious, play an important 

role in program development. Compilers for these languages are integrated in a more 

or less comfortable graphical environment. While the applications which are built by 

these systems become increasingly more complex, new ways are required to enable 
the production of more robust programs, which have to be written in less time. The 

question which remains open is "what technique (or combination of techniques) is 

necessary to make the inherent structures of applications more visible in order to 

reduce the cognitive load for an application developer? ". One promising field which 

addresses this question is visual programming (VP). 

Since the wider availability of cheap graphical workstations and PCs, research in 

the area of VP has become more important. The authors are convinced that combining 
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the strengths of proven techniques (such as object-oriented programming) and visual 

programming will yield a significant improvement in program design and development. 

Of course, much work has to be done to identify a methodology to form a new basis for 

this kind of development. 

1.2 Important terms 

Though the term "visual" is widely used, it is important to describe exactly how VP 

differs from traditional textual programming. A language is called a visual language if it 

handles visual information or supports visual interactions. Chang [Chang-1987] calls a 
language visual when objects handled by the language are visual, the language 

processes visual information, or if the language itself is visual. The language is called a 

visual programming language if it is actually used for programming with visual 

expressions (e. g. iconic sentences). Different classification schemes for VP have been 

published, for example, Chang [Chang-1987], Myers [Myers-1986], and Shu [Shu- 

1986], [Shu-1988]. It is important to notice that the definitions contained in those works 
differ significantly. A good classification of visual object-oriented languages is 

presented in [Burnett-1995]. There follows a more verbal description of what "visual 

programming" means. 

A system may be called a visual programming system if: 

" it covers important aspects of programming (i. e. syntax and semantics). 

" it makes use of graphical techniques (for instance, the program design is simplified 
through the use of images and pictorial representations). 

" ideally, the visual representation is not just a picture of the logical program structure 
but of the executable program itself (one example is VisaVis [POSWIG-19961). 

" the user interaction contains both textual and graphical elements. 

" the aim of the system's developer is to make use of non-verbal human abilities (i. e. 

right hemisphere tasks). Non-verbal and visio-spatial abilities are primarily located 

in the right hemisphere of the brain. Language and logical abilities are concentrated 
in the left hemisphere. 
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1.3 Related Work 

A number of VP systems have been developed over recent years. In the following 

sections, two different approaches which have influenced the design of the meta tool 
described in this paper are outlined. 

1.3.1 Vista 

Vista (Vlsual Software Technique Approach) [SCHIFFER-1998], [BURNETT-1995] is a 
visual programming environment designed for software engineers. It is based on a 

visual multi-paradigm language which is firmly linked to the development system. It 

supports a mix of textual and graphical notation. Using Vista, it is possible to write 

event-driven and data-transforming Smalltalk applications. 

A program in Vista consists of a hierarchy of building blocks called processors. 
Programming takes place by specifying processors and connecting them into a 

network. The interaction and control flow is triggered through tokens which are sent via 
the 1/0 ports of the processors. There are several kinds of processors, such as data 

processors or signal processors. Vista includes many useful features such as abstract 

processor classes, prototypes, and self-m od ifi cation [SCHIFFER-1998]. 

In summary, Vista contains a very powerful programming model and a high 
degree of visual expressiveness, such that it outperforms many other VP systems. 

1.3.2 Vampire 

One obstacle to the design of new visual programming languages, as mentioned 
before, is the effort required to design and implement the language "under 

consideration". As this experimental approach doesn't always result in a usable 

system, it is very beneficial to make use of a rapid prototyping system, such as 
Vampire [MCINTYRE-1995], which "allows language designers to explore new 

concepts efficiently". 

Vampire is an acronym and stands for Visual Metatools for Programming Iconic 

Environments. The system was inspired by a graphical reasoning tool (viz. Furnas' 

BITPICT system [FURNAS-1990], [FURNAS-1991]) to help create iconic programming 
languages for a variety of domains. Not only is the language creation process object- 
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oriented but Vampire, based on a rule-based graphical system, supports the 
construction of languages which are themselves object-oriented. Attributed graphical 
rules, similar to those used in BITPICT and ChemTrains [BELL-1993], are the vehicle 
for designing the visual language. 

A Vampire rule frame consists of two sides. On the left side, it contains 
graphical elements (i. e. constraint text and constraint graphics) "which are matched 
against a runtime workspace" [MCINTYRE-1995]. The right side is the action side, 
which contains action text and action graphics. The textual areas contain Smalltalk 

expressions, the graphical components icons. When a match of the left side is found, 

the screen area is transformed to the contents of the right side. In this respect, it is 

directly comparable to production rules used during the specification of textual 

languages. To ease the task of designing the rules, a rule editor and an icon editor are 

used. 

After the semantics of the iconic visual programming language have been defined, 

a program may be created through selections on pull-down menus. Thus, Vampire 

doesn't use a drag&drop mechanism, or any other advanced user interaction styles 
found in many other related systems. Using the run-time system, the program may be 

executed either in a static or dynamic execution mode. In the latter mode, execution is 

explicitly started by the user. 

It can be concluded that Vampire is a powerful system, which promotes the 

discovery of new visual languages by reducing the amount of lines of code necessary 
to implement and test a new idea. McIntyre states that the system has some 

weaknesses in that it is not able to restrict legal syntax in a language and the 

interaction style is not very advanced. However, as the system may adapt to new 
language paradigms in a very flexible way, the benefits of Vampire outweigh its lack of 

abilities. The new meta tool presented in this article tries to overcome these problems, 
and shows an alternative approach. 

2 The Visual Meta Builder 

2.1 Motivation 

In the previous section, two systems incorporating different levels of visualisation have 

been outlined. As graphical user interfaces have proven to be highly beneficial for 
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human-computer interaction the same is certainly true of programming tasks. Further, it 
is highly predictable that visual programming systems will play a dominant role in the 

near future, as they offer the ability to build systems to those without a rigorous 
software engineering background. This is borne out by the creation of new commercial 
development systems such as the Visual Age product family based on visual 
programming techniques (here the parts paradigm) [NILSSON-1997]. 

However, little research has taken place to develop a system that eases the 
design of new visual programming languages. As with any visual language, a formal 

basis and an underlying visual metaphor is needed. The formal basis could, for 

instance, rely on a mathematical theory or formalism or on a higher level building block. 

In this instance it is not necessary to invent a whole new (visual) language from scratch 
but to take a proven textual language and extend it so that it is well embedded within a 

visual environment. A suitable metaphor applied to the construction of an application 

could be for instance "the principle of substitution" (i. e. using special isation), "the key- 

keyhole idean (i. e. using software components which may be dragged into a pre- 
defined slot), or "the building blocks idea" (i. e. using composition of black-box 

components). So, when designing a meta tool, it is of great importance to use a generic 

underlying principle. 

2.2 Introduction to the approach 

In the approach presented here the processor idea is used wherein, simply, a 

processor specifies an "action" which will be performed after it has been triggered by 

an incoming event. Thus, a processor contains an imperative character. Further, 

processors are oriented towards ready-to-use, or reusable components. A program is 

called a processor program and consists of many inter-connected processors placed 

on different layers of a graph. 

In general, there are several ways in which a visual language is executed or 
transformed in order to run an application. Firstly, visual symbols may directly be 

interpreted and executed (->visual interpreter). Secondly, a visual program may be 

directly compiled into an executable image (-> image animation, "visual" compiling, 
direct computing). Thirdly, a visual program may be transformed into an intermediate 

format which, in turn, is analysed and executed (-> indirect or language independent 

computing). Lastly, a technique could be applied so that code of a (semantically equal 
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and known) textual language program is generated and "traditional" tools may be used 
to compile, link and run the application (->language transformation). 

As a graph is considered for the visual representation of a program it would be 

possible, for instance, to make use of "triple graph grammars" [SCHORR-1994], which 

are used to specify "rather complex graph-to-graph translations as languages of 

graph triples". In this case, a processor graph and a graph based on the syntax and 

semantics of the underlying textual language together with their graph interrelationship 

would be defined. An incremental graph parser would then be needed for the execution 

of context-sensitive productions. 

Another technique is supported by the tool shown in Figure Fehlerl Verwelsquelle 

konnte nicht gefunden werden.. The processor nodes are defined by individual code 

riles and transformed into their textual representation by scanning the graph and using 

their node description. An external transformer r is then necessary to generate the 

equivalent textual code (e. g. C++ code). Using this technique, the tool may be used as 

a general-purpose visual language system and may then be regarded as an alternative 

to Vampire. However, it should be noted that the tool presented here supports 

program m ing-in-the-small rather than program-ming-in-the-large. To enable 

program m ing-in-the-large several features such as the creation of packages, the use of 
libraries and more enhanced navigation techniques would be required. 

One key aspect in designing a meta tool is that of domain-independence. To 

achieve this, a special node description language (here called a node modelling 
language) was developed. Both the syntax and the semantics of a processor are 
defined in a way such that different language types may be supported. This point is 

discussed in the next section, in which the theoretical underlying principles of the 

formal language are described. 
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Figure 1: The general architecture of the transformation process. 

2.3 The underlying theory 

Before continuing further, there will be a more formalised description of the applied 
techniques and principles. In general, when designing a new textual or visual language 

many different aspects such as orthogonality, efficiency and program notation have to 

be considered. First there will be a description of the visual representation of a 

processor program, viz. by a graph. Then the underlying node modelling language will 
be presented. It is shown that any context-free language may be used to be translated 
into a visual programming language. 

2.3.1 Program representation by a graph 

As mentioned earlier, a processor program is represented by a 3-dimensional graph. 

7 Orthogonality means "that there should be not more than one way of expressing any action on the language" 
[MARCOTTY-1986]. 
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A graph G in its basic form is a set of nodes N which are connected by a set of 

edges. As edges are used to describe relations R between nodes, a graph is defined 

as: 

(1) G= (N, R) 

Graphs are used in virtually all branches of computer science. Thus, the authors 
judged it as a good starting point for the definition of a visual language. However, 

certain restrictions on the relation R are necessary to yield special classes of graphs 

supported by the Visual Meta Builder. Many different extensions of graphs are 
described in the literature, e. g. hypergraphs or higraphs in [HAREL-1988]. 

Several issues are important for the definition of the graph. To ease the users' 
interactions, data and parameters which are being processed may be presented in 
different visual ways and are directly linked to the nodes or edges on different layers / 

e [1, maxj. To make the coding flexible and to allow dynamic construction of new 

processors, a node modelling language has been specified. Like the hierarchy tool in 
VisaVis [POSWIG-1996], an instance is needed to keep track of the various defined 

processors and to observe the construction of well-defined processor programs. 

A processor program V is defined as a 3-tuple: 

(N, R, 

where N is a finite set of node elements (no, .., nm) called nodes or processor nodes, 

and R the set of (attributed) relations (ro, .., rn) between any two nodes, defined as: 

(3) Rc-NxN 

The function a assigns to a processor node ni a set of processor attributes a(nj). 

As a processor program is cycle free, we restrict the possible graphs. Given the 

function r which connects a node ni EN to a node nj e N, we define r as r: N -> N. If 
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1+1 
ro(ni) ni ) and ý(nj) nj I then r= r(r '(n)ý ý may be interpreted as the 

reachability of a node within i steps and is called relational depth. It follows: 

r'(n) U r'(n 
1,2 -1 

- with r restricted so that nor: (n) 

The topmost node of the graph is the root node. Only one root node may be 

specified within a processor program V. This node (denoted as nR,, t), which may only 

be placed once on a workplace, specifies important project parameters (e. g. project 

name and type). Given function C1 returning the count of an existent processor type, 

and function A returning the layer attribute value of a node, the graph definition is 

restricted accordingly: 

(5) G= fN, R, a) so that nRot c N, 

fl(nR,, t) =1, and ), (nR,, t) =0 

- with 0 denoting the topmost layer 

Given the above description of a graph, the question arises how a lexical unit 
(called a lexeme) may be represented as a node within the graph. A processor 

represents an action executed at a given time. Thus, a general transformation could be 

that of a function fi. The advantage of using a function is that the intended action may 
be changed by using different function attributes, which can be called specialisation. 

A textual language which is aimed at being visualised is traditionally described by a 

set of terminal symbols t., a set of non-terminal symbols ui, a set of production rules pi, 

and a start symbol s. A language is then described in BNF notation by the following 

(simplified) equations [cf. WIRTH-1996, p 7]: 
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syntax production syntax 10. 
production identifier "=" expression ..... 
expression term I expression "I" tenn. 
term factor I terin factor. 
factor identifier. 

In the presented approach, both terminals and non-terminals may be described by 

means of processor nodes. In its simplest form, a node may represent one or more 
terminal symbols or one non-terminal symbol from one equation. To allow the direct 

transformation of textual languages written in (E)BNF into equivalent visual languages, 

non-terminals may be used as so-called block nodes. Block nodes may be refined by 

other (terminal and/or non-terminal) nodes placed on another layer of the graph. 
Hereby, the transformation is not strictly fixed, which gives the language designer the 

freedom to group the nodes according to given needs. Next, a simple example is 

presented to highlight the basic idea. 

Given the following set of equations P 

(pi) AnyTextualLanguage 
(pi) NonTerniA 
03) NonTemiB 
(p4) NonTermC 

NonTennANonTennB. 
tennA I tennA2 tennA3. 
tennB I NonTermC tennB2. 
termC. 

The equivalent equations F of the visual language could look like this (version 1): 

(pi) AnyVisualLanguage 
02) Root-Node 
(N) A-Node 
04) B-Node 
(P5') C-Node 
(P6') a-node 
07) b-node 
(pgD c-node 

Root-Node. 
A-Node B-Node. 
a-node. 
b-node. 
c-node. 
FA(attr_al attr_a2 attr_a3). 
F, 3(attr b 1) C-Node F, 3(attr_b2). 
F,, (attr-c). 

The right side in equation P7' is semantically equivalent to "FB(attr 
- 

bl attr_b2) C- 
Node" as the order of attributes within a node is irrelevant. Another transformation 

could look like this (version 2): 

(pi) AnyVisualLanguage 
(p2) Root-Node 
(P3') A-Node 
(P4) B-Node 
(p5) a-node 
(P6') b-node 

= Root-Node. 
= A-Node B-Node. 
= a-node. 
= b-node. 
= FA(attrj_al attr_a2 attr - a3). 
= FB(attxý_bl attr b2 F, (attr-c)). 
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In version 1 of the example, a well-formed sentence of the visual language is 
"FA(attý. 

_al attr a2 attr a3) F, 9(affiLbl attr b2) Fc(attr c)". In version 2 it is "FA(attlLal 

attr a2 attr a3) FB(attr bl attr b2 Fc(attr c))". Both sentences are semantically 
equivalent. In the latter case, the resulting b-node is more complex, with the benefit 
that the number of nodes is limited. The relations between the nodes expresses the 

neighbourhood relation. Thus, when connecting two nodes, the semantic link 

represents a "followed by" relation. 

Using the described method, a visual language may be designed which consists 
of ready-to-use components. If a valid sentence of the language is totally constructed 
by composition, the visual language may be characterised as a visual language with 
black-box nodes. If a well-formed sentence may not be totally constructed by 

composition, but uses specialisation, it is a visual language with white-box nodes. 

2.3.2 Implementation and representation of a graph node 

After defining the graph and the linkage to textual languages in a more formal way, it is 

necessary to describe how a node and the relationships between the nodes may be 
implemented and, more interestingly, visually represented. There are certainly many 
different ideas on design and implementation. However, defining and specifying a "nice 

looking" graph is one thing, implementing it is another. This section describes the 

layout implemented in a working prototype system. 

As described already, a node is represented by a processor symbol and defined 
by a code Me. In general, a node may be regarded as an abstract object definition of 
data and/or code. Another view would be that it is analogous to a non-terminal or 
terminal in a formal language definition as described in the previous section. By 

"applying" a processor, a production rule is carried out and the terminals, linked to the 

processor, are used to define the processor template code. In any case, a processor 
node is meant to represent a part of a well-formed language construct with its inherited 

syntax and semantics. The reader should, however, be aware that the actual meaning 

of the language construct is less important than how it may be parameterised and 

placed at the right location of the application framework within the transformation 

process. 
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In order to follow an open concept, the node modelling language contains many 
different options. Table 1 gives a sketch of the most important entries defined for each 
lexeme. It clearly shows the separation of the semantics from its visual representation. 

lexeme domain restrictions/ constraints 
title = ident Title of an object node. 
bitmap = filename Visual representation of a node 

hmpfile. 
bitmari err= filename Visual representation when syntax error. 
pin descr =<count>", " (x, y) General slot definition of a processor element. 
help = filename Reference to help file. 
lexeme = ident Lexeme, syntactical name. 
group = ident Group to which lexeme belongs. 
next-lexeme ident f, ident) Possible successor nodes. These entries refer to 

traditional adjacency lists. 
layer number Layer information - with number in [0, max,.. ]. 

number (", " number) Using the layer attribute it is possible to define a 
"any") root processor or to specify other restrictions. Layer 

0 is the topmost layer, 
max_count = number Specification of how often an element may be 

placed on the workplace. 
errorý_msg = efforý_text The message which should appear if an error is 

detected. 
block = ("yes" I "no") Restriction whether element may be "sub-levelled". 
type =t"atomic ... ... Type of an element. Intended for future use if other 

types of nodes (e. g. composite nodes) are necessary. 
count = ident Number of slots in total, 
slot<i> = slot-direction, Specification of slot attributes analysed at run-time. 

sloLtype, 
spec_option 

slot-direction = ("wrout"rinout") 
sloLtype - ("event" I "da&' I ... ) 
spec option = ("must", "optionaI2 
connection<i> = (type I type Specification of possible (typed) connections. 

nil") 
Table 1: The basic node modelling language. 

Besides the node modelling language, further features may be implemented. For 

example, to allow blocking, a group of processors may be set into a processor folder 

(similar to a folder editor). This is a logical grouping not specified by the underlying 

syntax. 

In general, it should be possible for an experienced user to change the pictorial 

symbol of the processor. This is achieved by introducing the bitmap attribute which 

contains a reference to a bitmap file. 

As for other development tools, a syntax checker is required. This is achieved by a 

component called graph checker which evaluates the nodes at run-time. The 

representation of a visible processor should indicate whether the processor is fully 

specified (by all must parameters) and syntactically correct. This could be implemented 
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by an alternative processor node (see bitmap. err) or by other visual means (e. g. use of 
colour). Thus, a special error element may be defined. Further, visual'feedback is 

needed to inform the user that the program may be generated and executed. 
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3A sample program definition 

3.1 Defmiing the visual syntax 

To prove the concept, a small visual language (called VPL-1) was designed and a 
working prototype system was developed to show the integration of an underlying 
language and its transformation. This is common to many other approaches (see for 

example [DIJKSTRA-1976]). VPL-1 contains some basic definitions of an 
imperative/procedural language like C (see [KERN I GHAN-1 983]) integrated within a 

visual program environment. For a different approach see [GLINERT-1 990b]. 

The idea behind this is that the authors follow (to some degree) the process 

which has taken place in the textual programming field. Thus, comparisons may be 

made more directly and the benefits which are hoped for are more evident. 

3.2 The current prototype system 

On the following pages, hard copies of the current prototype system provide a first 
impression of the proposed system. The system is written in C++ and makes intensive 

use of llog Views 2.4, a special class library. The external transformer is written in C 

and uses a recursive descent parsing algorithm as described in [WIRTH-1996]. The 
first step in designing an application is to place a ProjectDefinition node on the 

workplace (see Figure 2). By clicking the right mouse button over the processor node, 
various project parameters may be specified. (This is not shown here. ) 

The next step is to define the application's main structure. This is achieved by 

selecting the project node and clicking on the button labelled "enter block". If there is no 
block already linked to the node, the user has to confirm the creation of a new layer. 
This is necessary as the current system doesn't maintain a bit string list to keep track of 
free/used layers. 
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. 

If the user confirms the creation of a new block, a connector element is 

automatically placed on the new layer. This is done to simplify the coding and 

administration of the connections between different layers. This connector element may 

not be deleted! Next, the application has to be defined. From the processors' category 

list the entry "Program" has to be selected. An application, in its simplest form, consists 

of an Application Start node, a DataDefinition node, an ApplicationBody node, and an 

ApplicationEnd node (see Figure 3). 

Next, the category "Funct" is chosen. By selecting the ApplicationBody node 

and creating a new layer, the application may be coded by adding further nodes (see 

Figure 4). Finally, data and command nodes may be placed on the workplace (see 

Figure 5). 

Figure 2. VPL-1: Defining the project. 
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Figure 5: Programming the main function. 

After defining the application, the executable program is built by selecting the 
ProjectDefinition node through the tree gadget and choosing the command "Generate" 
from the build menu. Finally, the generated program is started by clicking the "Execute" 

command from the build menu. 

4 Conclusions and Future work 
The previous sections outlined the concept for the translation of a known texhial 

language into an equivalent visual language. The emphasis lies on the description of 
the underlying theory. The transition of context-free languages (described by EBNF 

notation) into a visual programming notation via graph techniques was demonstrated. 
To explore the new concept, a simple language called VPL-1 has been implemented. 
The Visual Meta Builder, which is used to construct valid processor programs, 
represents a multi-purpose environment. 

One important achievement of this research is that, using this technique, new 

visual languages may be easily explored before they are implemented in a new 
system. Of great importance is the separation of the syntaxlsemantics from its visual 
representation by using the described code file for each lexeme. The tool may not only 
be useful for visual programming but also for visual configuration systems. In the next 

version of the Visual Meta Builder, the node modelling language will be changed so 
that event-driven visual object-oriented programming languages may be easily 
designed. 

LI 
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Abstract 

Component-based development (CBD) is an emerging area in computer science. One 

general problem of CBD is the visuallsation of components, their behaviours and their 
inter-dependencies. In order to support an integrated way of designing, implementing and 
maintaining components, the authors are working on a system called VOODEIVOOPL-I 
(Visual Object-Oriented Development EnvironmenWisual Object-Oriented Processor 
Language version 1) which tries to combine visual modelling with visual programming for 
CORBA component development. The emphasis lies primarily in the visualisation of 
structures and design issues rather than on implementation details. 

1. Background and Motivation 
The main objective of the research carried out is to provide a complete visual system that 

supports the analysis, design and implementation of CORBA objects [2], [3], [4]. Generally, 
CORBA components are developed using a set of tools, e. g. a CASE tool (such as 
Rational Rose) and an IDE (such as Visual Caf6, JBuilder, Visual C++ etc. ) plus an ORB 

product (such as Orbix or Visibroker). To apply CORBA technology requires 
knowledgeable application developers and architects. In addition, since several tools and 
techniques have to be used, the learning curve of inexperienced developers Is quite steep. 
The general question arises: can a visual programming system which is integrated with a 
CASE tool facilitate this process? 

In (1], the authors described a tool called Visual Meta Builder (VMB) which allows a 
language inventor to define a visual programming language by transforming any context- 
free language into the underlying node modelling language supported by the VMB tool. 
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The idea of the new system called VOODE/ VOOPL-1 (Visual Object-Oriented 

Development Environment/Visual Object-Oriented Processor Language version 1) is to 
further develop the Visual Meta Builder concept and to link the visual programming 
language to a design model that was developed with an existing CASE tool such as 
Rational Rose [5], [6]. As a proof of concept the VOODENOOPL-1 prototype is being 

developed. This uses visual modelling techniques to create CORBA-based server 
components. In the next section some important design aspects and a screenshot of the 

proposed system are presented. 

2. Design aspects of VOODENOOPIA 

When designing a visual system the designer has to answer several questions. One 

important question is how the visual interaction model should look and how the various 
aspects of the intended system could be mapped to the corresponding textual model. The 

chosen visual grammar of VOODENOOPL-1 is transformed into the underlying textual 
C++ grammar. This means that the iconic sentences which may be coded within the 

system are translated to the textual representation of the target language. 

The VOOPL-1 editor was designed to allow inexperienced or expert users to write 
processor code for a specified CORBA component. To achieve this, the user interface has 

been kept simple. To enter visual processor code, the user may select from the following 

global contexts: IDL rile (i. e. component interface/specification), CORBA server mainline 
(i. e. component application) or CORBA component implementation. The corresponding 
processor icons may then be dragged&dropped on the workplace in order to define the 
interface and the behaviour of the methods. 

An important aspect of visual programming systems is the way the user gets feedback 

about the correctness of the visual code. Within VOODE the so-called "traffic light" 

metaphor is used. This means that a processor program could be in three different states. 
The colour "red" means that specification or implementation is incomplete (i. e. must 
declarations are wrong). The colour "yellow" is used to express that the processor 
configuration is ok, but that a connection error has occurred. If all processors are correctly 
connected and configured then the colour "green" is displayed. In order to provide the user 
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with appropriate and direct visual feedback, the state of a processor and its related context 

gets checked after each relevant alteration. 

To provide the reader with an impression of how the system can be used, the coding 

of the server mainline is exemplified. The main task of a CORBA server is to instantiate 

the component and to register it to the ORB. Three sub-contexts are defined to help the 

developer implement the server. Within the sub-context OnStart, the behaviour of the 

server at start-up time may be visually coded. Typically, a start-up message may be 

created here. The OnServerlnit context is used to create the CORBA object and to 

initialise the server object. Finally, the OnExit context is used to react when a timeout has 

occurred, or in the event of a system error. The visual code of a typical CORBA server 
initialisation is presented in figure 1. 

3. Conclusions and Future Work 

First experiments with users were very encouraging. Users find the system attractive 

and motivating. The visual editor for writing processor code has proven to be sufficiently 

powerful for our research goals. However, some extensions, like an Improved syntax 

checker and additional processor types, will be implemented in the next release. In 

addition, the concepts of VOODENOOPL-1 and their usefulness will be verified more 
intensively. 
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Figure 1. Visual definition ol'a CORBA sci-vci. 
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Appendix 0: Observations and Problems from 
Evaluation 1 
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Evaluation I/ User Trial I 

Readability of Programs 

Prograph I Prograph 2 FORTRAN 
List "2+3" instead of "2 3" 

_ 
Wrong list result "24+3" is "27" No calculation 

Sum of lists 2 and 3 are shown Sum of list 2 and 3 is stored in list "Execute loop until 
on the screen 3 after being displaye something" 
The sum of 2+3 is: Sum of (lists 2+4) is (list 3) Loops the values a 

number of times indicated 
by the N 

The sum of 2+3 is 5 The sum of 24+3 "is" 27 wrong calculation F3=8 
Don't really understand this one. Don'tknowl 

This program shows a kind of The sum of 24 is 27 No idea 
syntax tree in a graphical way 
No description of meaning. No description Loops 7 times from 1=3 to 

1=10 
Calculate program Calculate the sum of 24 and 3 Does a pointless operation 

in the loop 
Adds two numbers, and Set/list operation 2+3,4+3 No description - but output 
displays a message telling you (unclear 2,4 or 24) 3 
the result. 
Doesn't have much idea: it The sum of 24 is 57 It does some maths. 
doesn't seem easy to 
understand. 
It's showing a view of a model Same as previous, with different I see: Its the Fortan answer 
in which numbers are added numbers and doesn't tell you to the fibonnaci numbers 
up and displayed by using about what number is being 
showo for output. Looks some added. 
kind of basic CASE tool. 
23+5=28 output Maybe this time it displays a list Incrementing F2 by one 

of results rather than a result. each time In a loop of 10. 
Adding 2 and 3 by using The sum of 2+4 is 6+3 Is 9. Read and write data to a 
pictures. Screen output :9 file. 
This is how certain aspects are Screen output: 27 Declaring Integer varible, 
linked, i. e. a list or a few lists then adding them against 
can be added (or other maths each other. 
operation) and this is linked to 
a screen output. 
This is a diagram of different Adding numbers, that is '24' and Takes input from user ýN), 
processes to give an error '3' using graphical notation. squares the number? N 
result. It uses different symbols 
to demonstrate different joining 
methods. 
No idea, uses the word sum so Outputs the addition of 2 Small algorithm with a loop 
does it do maths. numbers in the format "the sum 

of 
that keeps returning Itself? 

Spider diagram for calculating It is attempting to show the sum I have difficulty In 
mathematical output. of 24+3 understanding this. 
Displays elements involved in Performs addition and screen Loop through and add 
adding two numbers including display. The two numbers values to initially Input 
operator type and object separated with a space are value. 
relationships. "likely" to be added since they 

are linked. 

Table 36. Task 1: Readability of VPL programs. 
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Evaluation II User Trial I 

Readability of Programs 

Prograph Fortran 
Diagram provided some confusion due to Lack of Fortran knowledge. Couldn't trust 
misunderstanding of certain symbols. Otherwise results. 
quite straight forward. 
Full of bizarre symbols that may have some Fortran uses a lot of fairly meaningless 
meaning but I don't know what the meaning is. variable names or at least meaningless to the 
Meaning of brackets is unknown. untrained eye. I could understand some of 

the basic concepts but I really had no idea 
about the functionality of the program. 

I didn't understand the diagram therefore I Not easy to read. 
couldn't describe what it meant. 
Shapes mean nothing - no visual metaphor No meaning was attached to the variables - 
used. don't know the syntax. 

__ _ Prograph was a bit hit&miss for me - no obvious Too old for me, silly way to do a simple 
order of precedence. calculation. 
I found using the diagram more useful. At first I No comments in the code to give a hint of 
was confused of what it was trying to achieve, what's going on. 
but after a short while I found a way solving the 
diagram. 
Difficult to fully understand. But visual The do loop is not very clear. 
representation is clearer than text. 
No visual clues as to what it represents in the 1=3, N, l : Is this an addition, or an array 
real world. declaration? 
It seemed easy, self explaining - like Access I didn't understand what was going on, I 
query builder vaguely understood the "DO" statement. 
"The sum of" and "is" are not properly set out Difficult/im possible to understand without 
and very difficult to understand. Associations knowledge of particular knowledge. 
don't have arrows to help. 
What direction to read the diagram in. However, Unreadable code for mathematical part. 
this is a lot better than FORTRAN! 
Very hard to understand. Did not make sense to A little easier to understand. 
me. 
It's obvious what the program does as it hides Unreadable in less than 5 min if you've never 
the complexity. seen Fortran. I can do that In 5 lines in C- 

just for Insiders 
Very interesting approach! It's much easier to It's very hard to read Fortran code because 
understand the program, but does it also work of many levels no visual aids syntax of loop 
for more sophisticated examples? unknown to me 
On first glance I was slightly confused but on The Fortan code appeared very complicated. 
looking at the picture ('elements') more carefully 
I was able to deduce the meaning of the 
program quite easily. It helped having a simple 
visual diagram with clear English. 
Not sure about the meaning of some connectors It is not easy to keep the values of each 
at ends of lines. Also, not sure about handling of variable in mind when trying to run through 
strings. Looks interesting, though! the program. 

Table 37. Task 1: Feedback of students. 
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Evaluation 1/ User Trial I 

Writability of Programs 

CIC++/Java 
The problem I encountered was trying to enter the first values into the array. Once this is done I 
would have used a while loop and performed the arithmetic needed. 
It was easy to understand the problem. But it was difficult to quickly write the code. I knew what 
was required and roughly how the program should work. 
It's always difficult to code on paper. Usually I rely on the compiler to find mistakes. I'm not 
sure my solution would work. 
Difficulty visualising and stating the calculation logically. Additional things to think about when 
trying to write calculation in Java e. g. making sure you are keeping a value In memory etc. 
When writing in Java, it seems a bit easier to understand because we have done some Java. 
However, do not know if I did it right because the problem was not explained to us properl . Hope it solves the problem. Couldn't remember the cin syntax. Having used the language 
before made solving the problem much easier. The Fortran program also helped. 
Just can think in C so first did the C code -> simple exercise a few years ago. This one won't 
workI 
Recursive function is not easy to do - problems with the recursive return. Mathematical 
problems will never be solved in a graphical languagel 
Much more easier than the visual approach in my opinion. I get more of a feeling what's going 
on and that I am in control with text based representation of the problem. 
I experienced no major problems with the code. I am familiar with this programming language. 
Therefore had little trouble designing a solution for it. 

Table 38. Task 2: C/C++/Java feedback of students. 
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Evaluation I/ User Trial 1 

Writability of Programs 

Prograph 
I didn't feel I could solve the problem. This was due to the fact I didn't know enough about 
Prograph. I couldn't perform the necessary function of adding the elements needed to output 
the required result. 
I couldn't solve the problem with Prograph. Maybe with a little more time to learn Prograph, 
then I might have been able to solve the problem. 
Think using Prograph would take longer as I have no previous experience. 
Because of lack of knowledge of Prograph, it was not easy to write up the program. Knowing 
the notation, it should be easy. 
More complex from an advanced programming point of view. Slightly easier to conceptuallse 
the logic for the program. 
Not confident about the solution. 
I think this is a very promising idea overall as most programmers use data flow diagrams etc. In 
their desiqn stage and hence this tool will help them. 
It was difficult to use Prograph to solve the problem as it is hard to see how the values Interact 
with each other. 
Don't know how to store and manipulate variables. Unfamiliar with the language, so most of the 
time was spent checking how to do certain actions in the nodes. 
The Fibonacci problem is best solved using recursion. 
I always think in source code. It is a little bit unusual to draw a program and think about a 
program in such a visual way. How can I symbolise a return in a recursive function? 
Trying to remember C++. 
Assignments of values, learning different paradigms - data flow confusion coming from control 
flow. Is it possible to write complex code? 
Data flow idea jumping around too much, makes tracing the code difficult. 
Knowing where to start with this task in Prograph has meant I could make no progress with the 
problem. Theoretically it's likely to implement some form of iteration with Incrementing by 1 
before testing the set of pairs for that month. 
I think it complicates the problem more -just trying to understand the notation. 
No arrows no flow -> direction - why? 
Don't really like Prograph. Not very easy to follow flow of data. 
I haven't used Java. So unsure. The Prograph seems to be the easiest. It Is a lot more user 
friendly, and much of the low-level math is done for you. It also gives a good visual 
representation of your program, so you can understand it easily. 
I guess I think too much in Java code and find it hard to quickly pick up alternative techniques. 
Perhaps the difficulty is in the time limit and pressure. I like the Idea of Prograph and look 
forward to seeing future developments in this area. 
Not confident at all. It looks like I understood Prograph less than 

_I 
thought I did. 

Table 39. Task 2: Prograph feedback of students. 
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Evaluation I/ User Trial 1 

Writability of Programs 

VIVIB-C 
I feel that VMB-C and Prograph told promising prospects. However, many programmers would 
still prefer to code rather than use the visual tools. Also to persuade programmers to use this 
product, you will have to provide extensive training such as on-line tutorials and an In-depth 
help guide. 
I feel that that Prograph is easier-to use than VMB-C. 
Text languages should be used for specific mathematical problems -> use graphical languages 
for user interaction. 
Maybe these both 'graphical languages' are too old fashioned. -> We should prepare to use 
00-Tools like Rational Rose. They build code from UML diagrams. 
Prograph easier to understand (almost of it! ). Got nowhere with VMB-C. 
Don't understand VMB-C. So I just had an attempt, probably doesn't mean anything? 
Not too familiar with this type of programming interface. I like to experiment a little with a new 
programming language before doing anything a little more complex. 
Might be a little confident about the solution. Don't understand VMB-C. 
Didn't finish - but found Prograph a little easier to try and represent with notation. 
Notation, layout and syntax were unfamiliar, although the algorithm was relatively easy to 
solve. 
Lack of knowledge of notation resulted in suggested design which is not 100% compatible. 
The fact that attributes and other details are defined in dialog boxes (and so aren't visible in the 
diagram) made it awkward to visualise, at least on paper. 

Table 40. Task 2: VMB-C feedback of students. 
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Appendix P: Observations and Problems from 
Evaluation 2 
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Evaluation 2/ Task 1 

Design A: MS Visual Studio 

Observations/Problems/Experiences of Task I Observation 
made by 
Participant 
Evaluator 

It is easier to write code when previous knowledge may be used RS1 
Finding which file to alter is quite difficult - user wanted to create a new 
file. 

RS1/E 

_ Unsure about C++ syntax RS2 
_ RS1 stayed in set method to enter code for second part. E 
RS1 struggled with"W, "I E 

. RS2 unsure about code: cout or print? E 
RS2: changing between idl file and implementation file before writing 
code. 

E 

RS2 didn't know that a constructor doesn't return a value. E 
RS2 no while loop but if statement considered E 

. Different naming conventions for implementation files between Orbix and 
Visibroker 

P1 

A navigable source code viewer for method names would be nice P1 
_ It took P1 several minutes to find correct implementation files. The 
implementation was quick and correct. 

E 

_ P1 mentioned that a needed "include file" is missing but didn't add a 
statement in the source file. 

E 

P1 found the constructor code very quickly. E 

_P1 
used assert function in C++ (instead of if statement) E 

Task la was fine. Task lb was more difficult to understand the actual 
task to be carried out. 

P2 

_ Problem: Remembering C++ syntax with no reference allowedl P2 
P2 used wrong C++ function: couto instead of "cout << "and if statement 

_(missing 
brackets) 

E 

P2 switched between the different files many times to find the right code 
part. 

E 

P2 stated that he had no tool problem. E 
Though P2 solved the task he rated the completion of the task with 4. 
This is due to the fact that there was no compilation and a direct 
feedback of correct syntax. 

E 

It's about 2 years since I have used C++. P3 

P3 tried to remember C++ syntax. After a while he remembered the 
correct 'cout' statement. 

E 

P3 wanted to compile the source, otherwise he was unsure whether 
code is correct. P3 made no syntax errorl 

E 

P3 didn't remember to add the #include statement. E 

Table 41. Problems identified in task I (design A). 
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Evaluation 2/ Task 2 

Design A: MS Visual Studio 

Observations/Problems/Experiences of Task 2 Observation 
made by 
Participant 
Evaluator 

It is nearly impossible to know where CORBA code comes from or MS 
context/relationship 

RS1 

Finding the array "m a" as being public and available is not transparent. RS1_ 
_ Syntax problems RS2 
_ RS1: several iterations to find correct signature : finally copied and 
pasted other code (however copy problem: wrong selection - exception 
part was missing) 

E 

RS1: order of output unclear E 
_ RS2: print method added in IDL file (copy & paste) E 
_ RS2 syntax problems - no"" used in cout E 
_ RS2: changing between idl file and implementation file before writing 
code. Code has been revisited and changed several times. 

E 

_RS2: 
Scanning other code to decide how to access array E 

Awkward German keyboard Pi 
_ P1 stated that task was straightforward to solve Pl/E 
_ P1 was unsure whether to add void in empty parameter list of print 
method. 

E 

_P1 
did forget Void type void for function print (as specified In IDL File) E 

_P1 
checked to header to file to see which variables are available. E 

_P1 
spent some time to make the code nice looking. E 

P1 mentioned that the code written is not "save" - pre-conditions for 
method execution should be checked. 

Pl/E 

Lots of file content navigation to see variable definitions and to look for 
items to 'cut + paste'. 

P2 

Problem: remembering C++ syntax. P2 
Problem: obtaining the correct variable name - looked in the header file. P2 
P2 entered print method very quick. Used copy and paste technique. E 
P2 copied for loop from other method. E 
P2 spent most of the time looking for theright place to enter code. E 
A little out of practice with using ORBIX for C++. Need some e to 
refamiliarise myself. 

P3 

P3 was unsure at first where to add code. After two minutes the correct 
place was found. 

E 

P3 looked at existing code several times before entering new code. E 
P3 coded a "perfect" algorithm with exit and error handling. E 

Table 42. Problems identified in task 2 (design A). 
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Evaluation 2/ Task 3 

Design A: MS Visual Studio 

Observations/Problems/Experiences of Task 3 Observation 
made by 
Participant 
Evaluator 

No path of enquiry available to follow - no choosable options RS1 
Very complex and difficult task RS1 
Difficult to know which file to update RS1 
No clue how to parameterise data RS1 
Unknown needed code to "inform" Orbix RS1 
No idea about syntax and code for CORBA RS2 
RS1: Some tVpos and corrections when entering code E 
RS1 stated that the visual approach was better as there was something 
to play with. 

E 

. RS2: identification of Srv-Main file very quickly - but no idea what code 
to enter 

E 

Needed the Orbix documentation/header files P1 
Knew what to do, but not "Orbix version" of how PI 
P1 had problems in writing Server Mainline code. Unsure about BOA / 
POA approach. 

Pi/E 

P1 started to write code but then stopped - then just concentrated on 
code to create CORBA object. Wrong code added. 

E 

Again, searching through the files for names - is it lower or upper case? P2 

. 
Problern: Remembering syntax and C++ CORBA P2 

. 
Problem: order of initialisation P2 
P2 tried to remember the standard Orbix code and has done this quite 
well. 

E 

P2 didn't look at the comments included in the file. E 
P2 had problem finding the right parameter order for Instantiation. E 
From memory unable to remember how to bind object with ORB and 
activate the server request processing. 

P3 

. 
Too long (3 years) since I used C++ and ORBIX. P3 
P3 stated that he normally copies existing code and then adapts it. E 

. P3 remembered try .. catch but couldn't remember how to instantiate a 
CORBA object. 

E 

Table 43. Problems identified in task 3 (design A). 
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Evaluation 2/ Task 1 

Design B: VOODENOOPL-1 for CORBA 

Observations/Problems/Experiences of Task 1 Observation 
made by 
Participant 
Evaluator 

Fast once understood. IRS1 
Problems in finding interface structure/options IRSI 
Problems in seeing the relationship between input parameters and Icons 
interface 

RS1 

Problems in finding where to start (example icon layout to amend might 
be useful) 

IRS1 

Easy enough - main problem was the limited knowledge of 00 RS2 
GUI interface a bit confusing in the beginning - more Introduction 
required for sefect, connect, delete etc. 

IRS2 

RS1 didn't know where to start: Rose or VOODENOOPL-I? E 
IRS1 had problems in finding the "set" method E 
RS1: wrong slot for return processor E 
RS1/RS2: context "OnConstruction" immediately found E 
RS1: how to get array dimensions? Attributes not taken from tree viewl E 
RSI: condition slot [IF AND] not used E 
IRS1: more environment explanations needed and provided 
(5 min. extra after task 1) 

E 

IRS2: set method context quickly identified E 
RS2: Problems in finding print processor E 
IRS2: Problems in knowing how to print out message on screen as 
required until dialog for print processor has been opened 

E 

IRS2: Identification of IF processor was difficult E 
RS2: wrong selection of "Data Def" processor E 
Unfamiliarity with the new tool P1 
Tool is obviously at the prototype stage P1 
P1 found method very quickly. E 
P1 wondered about connector icon. E 
P1 first tried to identify editor's functionality: identified method 
parameters and object associations very quickly. 

E 

. P1 mentioned that Assert processor is missing. E 
P1 tried to map visual code with textual code. E 
General unfamiliarity with new tool. P2 
Thought that there was more to do and there wasn'tI P2 
It wasn't obvious that there was a dialog and how to open it. P2 
P2 stated that it was not clear that he had selected a method. In MS- 
Studio the method signature etc. is better visible. 

E 

P2 solved the task though he was not sure whether he had selected the 
correct processors. 

E 

jask completion time for P2 was longer than expected. E 

_Seemed 
straightforward. P3 

P3 tried to directly translate the textual approach to the visual code. 

_Then 
he wondered whether there is a 'cout' processor. 

E 

P3 mentioned that the print processor nicely represents the 'printf 
command. 

E 

P3 didn't hesitate to enter the C++ code for the condition. -E 

Table 44. Problems identified in task I (design B). 
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Evaluation 2/ Task 2 

Design B: VOODE/VOOPL-1 for CORBA 

Observations/Problems/Experiences of Task 2 Observation 
made by 
Participant I 
Evaluator 

Trying to think how to write a solution which I know in code Into visual 
objects. 

RS1 

Again tricky to build the right framework - perhaps a template for a loop 
to hold its contents. 

RS1 

Problems in understanding where to put the processors in the loop. RS1 
Problems how to construct the processors to get a "green lighto - 
perhaps a diagnostic interface to explain what types of connections are 
missing. 

R§1 

Didn't know how to access data values - it might be both a problem of 
concepts and environments 

RS2 

Use of interface was improving - compared to previous task RS2 
RS1: interface class very quickly identified E 
RS1: operation processor very quickly identified E 
RS1: processor dialog used in an extensive manner - no attribute nodes 
usedl 

E 

RS1: Entering print attributes very fast E 
RS1: Control flow category quickly identified E 
RS1: Moving processors to other screen locations - get more visible 
space to enter new code. 

E 

RS1 had problems in constructing the loop E 
RS2: task completion time too long (2 times as long as expected) E 
RS2: problems with loop processor (training neededl) E 
Still unfamiliar with the tool. Pi 
PI did select IDL file to specify new interface method. E 
P1 had some problems in identifying "for" processor. Uncertain which 
version to choose. 

E 

P1 had some problems with select/connect control elements. PI/E 
P1 didn't realise that array parameter was missing for print processor. E 
Problem: Processors to attributes relationship P2 

. 
With more time I would have done it - probablyl P2 
Again tool unfamiliarity. P2 
Problem: Knowing exactly what I can and cannot do In VOODENOOPL- 
1 whilst doing a task. 

P2 

P2 was not aware that Rose should be used to add interface method. E 
P2 needed some help to do the task. E 

. 
Already thinking about variable assignments, loop constructs etc. P3 
Takes more time compared to writing the code directly assuming the 
developer is familiar with the environment. 

P3 

Just need some familiarisation (for example how to initialise 'for' 

_construct). 

P3 

. 
Limitations: no nested'for'as loop variable name is fixed. P3 

. 
P3 easily remembered how to add and configure the print processor. E 
P3 thought for quite a long time about how to select a variable and to link 
it to a processor. 

I E 

Table 45. Problems identified in task 2 (design B). 
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Evaluation 2/ Task 3 

Design B: VOODENOOPL-1 for CORBA 

Observations/Problems/Experiences of Task 3 Observation 
made by 
Participant 
Evaluator 

Difficulty in not knowing previously the available icon sets - hence not RS1 
looking for them and trying to build with the wrong but previously 
encountered icons. 
Connection problem (not enough guidance) RS2 
Problems in identifying the exception node for connection RS2 
RS1 hat problems in identifying the context "OnServerlnit" E 
RS1: it was very helpful that the selection of processors was limited. E 
RS1: no aesthetic layout E 
RS2: first "ServerInit" processor then "ConstructComponent" processor E 
(visual environment could be more fault tolerant) 
The semantics of many of the CORBA specific commands were not P1 
obvious. 
P1 identified right place to add processor code. Some problems In P1/E 
seeing the difference between OnStart and OnServerlnit. 
P1 mentioned that it was good that there were only 4 selectable P1/E 
processors. 
P1 was unsure about parameter list - is comma needed as a separator P1/E 
needed? 
10 20 or 10,20 
PI was unsure about Serverinit processor. Relationship to code was Pl/E 
unclear. 
P1 had problems understanding meaning of User Exception and System E 
Exception. 
For P1, the order was not clear: Ils' ServerInit then ConstructComPonent PI/E 
Processor? 
P1 mentioned that he would prefer to see the visual and textual code In Pl/E 
parallel. 
Problem: Looking for system exception assignments when it Is done P2 
automatically. What do I have to do and what is automatic? 
Problem: What to connect and what not to connect? P2 
It was not clear to P2 what the difference is between "OnStaq" and E 
"OnServerinit". I 
P2 spotted that it was of great help that there were only 4 processors to E 
select. 
P2 was unsure about exception handling and order of connection. E 
Straightforward to implement. Also solution can be looked at and P3 
understood easily. 
Easier than source approach (mainly as it has been two years since P3 
using ORBIX/C++. 
Attribute values should be shown. P3 
P3 quickly recognised that OnServerinit is the context to be used. E 
P3 did find the solution. E 

Table 46. Problems identified in task 3 (design B). 


